
PURPOSE
To think about what things are considered 
‘common’ and ‘necessary’ for a young            
person to have a good life in Scotland.

MATERIALS
Set of ‘common’ and ‘necessary’ cards 
per group (see booklet, page 23)

End poverty in all its forms, everywhere

Go!

40 MINUTES



ACTIVITY (30 MINUTES)
Ask the group what they think it means to 
be poor? In the UK, more than 1 in 4 children 
live in poverty. We are going to explore what 
this means.

Give each group a set of ‘common’ or ‘necessary’ 
cards. Explain that after basic needs have been 
met, how important do they consider the other 
things on the cards. Can they order them from 
‘essential’ to ‘not important’?

DISCUSSION (10 MINUTES)
Discuss how ‘common’ or ‘necessary’ they  
consider the things on the cards.

How would they feel if they didn’t have 
these things? 

Would you share how you feel with 
your friends? 

Why might you try to hide thoughts and 
feelings if you were poor? 

How can we help people to share their problems? 

Communication is a very important step in 
addressing problems, whether it’s one person 
sharing a problem with another or someone 
bringing an issue to the attention of people who 
can influence change. Try to encourage empathy 
as a key skill here. 



End hunger, achieve food security and improved 
nutrition and promote sustainable agriculture

55 MINUTES

PURPOSE
To explore the causes of global hunger.

MATERIALS
 A range of food items
  ‘Why are people hungry’ worksheet 

per group (see booklet, page 24)
    Seeds, compost, planters or                  

a growing bed, trowels  

Go!



DISCUSSION (10 MINUTES)
Display the food items. Discuss where the 
food is from and how it gets to us. Look at 
the different countries where items have 
been grown or produced. Is there anything 
that surprises them? We mainly buy our food 
not grow it and it comes from countries all 
over the world. 

READ (15 MINUTES)
In groups, read the worksheet then list 
reasons why people are hungry, based on 
the stories. People are hungry because they 
have no money, they have no land, there is 
fighting in their country, they are not paid 
fairly for what they do or what they grow.

Ask each group to think of possible    
solutions to these problems. They may 
suggest that growing their own food would 
help, or you could add it to the list and see 
what they think. 

GROW (ABOUT 30 MINS, THEN 
FOLLOW UP OVER 3-4 MONTHS)
Give each group a planter or a patch of 
ground, seeds and compost. Encourage them 
to research the seeds they have planted 
and how to take care of them. Challenge 
the groups to see who can grow the tallest, 
biggest, tastiest. What do they need to 
consider when taking care of their plants?



45 MINUTES

Go!

PURPOSE
To show how disease can spread between 
people and how to prevent it.

MATERIALS
 Non-toxic, washable paint (any colour)
 Small, damp tea towels or face cloths

Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being 
for all at all ages 



ACTIVITY 1 (15 MINUTES)
Put paint on the left hand of one or two 
of the group. Ask all the young people  
to shake left hands with the person on 
either side of them. Choose a few prompts 
to get everybody mixing and shaking 
hands with other people: older, younger, 
name starts with the same letter, etc.

DISCUSSION (5 MINUTES)
Explain that the paint represents 
a disease or germs which can be 
spread by touching hands.

ACTIVITY 2  (15 MINUTES)
Get everyone to wash their hands, and start 
again. Put paint on the hands of one or 
two of the group. Give a third of the other 

young people a damp towel. Repeat the 
hand shaking exercise but instruct anyone 
with a towel to wipe the paint off their hand 
between shakes. Use the prompts as before.

DISCUSSION (10 MINUTES)
How many people now have painted hands?       
Is it different than before? The damp towels 
represent washing their hands. 

How many times do they wash their hands 
each day? Do they think about conserving 
water? How would they feel if they couldn’t 
wash their hands?

In some countries where clean water is scarce, 
it is difficult to wash your hands as water has 
to be conserved for things such as drinking.



UP TO 1 HOUR

Go!

Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education 
and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all

PURPOSE
To compare experiences of getting                                    
to school with those of young 
people in other countries.

MATERIALS
 List of locations of local schools
 OS maps of your local area, ruler, pencils & paper
 Projector and internet access or film downloaded



ACTIVITY 1 (15-30 MINUTES)
In groups, have each young person find 
their own home, and their school, on the 
map. Have them plot a route to walk to 
school, measure the distances and estimate 
how long it would take them to walk.  

DISCUSSION 
How do they feel about their journey to 
school? Is it too long or very short? 

What kind of things might be dangerous 
to them on their way to school?

ACTIVITY 2  (30 MINUTES)
Show the trailer for the film, ‘On the Way to 
School’ (2009) – if you are able get a copy, hold                        
a movie night and watch the entire documentary:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=eIsQ0B43Q9Y

Alternatively, read print outs of 
Sylvia’s story:
www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-23239800

Ask them to describe what they saw/ read.        
Make sure they note:
 The ages of the young people
  The distance and time they have 

to travel to get to school
 The dangers they face on the way.

Ask them again how they feel about 
their own journey to school: 
  Would they still want to go to school if their 

journey was long and dangerous too?
  Why do they think the children in the video 

make so much effort to go to school every day?



30 MINUTES

Go!

End all forms of discrimination against 
all women and girls everywhere

PURPOSE
To explore gender inequality 
in everyday life.

MATERIALS
Each team needs 3 sheets of 
yellow /green paper, 1 ruler, 2 pencils, 
2 pairs of scissors, 1 rubber and
a template of a 4cm wide square



ACTIVITY (15 MINUTES)
Create teams and give each team a full set of 
materials, but make sure that some teams only get 
yellow paper and some teams only get green paper.  

Ask them to make as many squares as possible in 
15 minutes.  Tell them they’ll earn 1 point for each 
square that meets the standard.  Do not tell them 
what the standards are.  

After 5 minutes call ‘check in’ and each team leader 
should bring up the squares for the Leaders to 
judge the standard and count points. Continue the 
game and ‘check in’ again after another 5 minutes.  
Announce the winners.

The standards:
  Green squares should be perfect – exactly 

straight edges, good corners, no pencil marks.
  Yellow squares should be pretty good – the right 

size, but it’s okay if they are a little scruffy.

DISCUSSION 
(15 MINUTES)
Did they like the game? Was it fair?

What would they want to change 
about it if they played again? 

Would they think it’s fair to put all the girls 
in green teams and all the boys in yellow 
teams? Or the other way around? 

The game demonstrates inequality, in this case the 
green squares = girls and the yellow squares = boys. 

Can you think of other situations where 
rules are different for girls and boys? 

What ways can they think of to make things 
fairer in real life? Is there anything they can do 
themselves that would make a difference?



30 MINUTES

Go!

Ensure access and sustainable management 
of water and sanitation for all

PURPOSE
To recognise that safe drinking water is a precious 
resource and not easily accessed by all.

PLACE
Outdoors on a surface that won’t get slippery      
when wet.

MATERIALS
Water, plastic cups/containers the same size, 
buckets, obstacles, measuring jugs



ACTIVITY (20 MINUTES)
Set up an obstacle course and divide the 
young people into teams. Place a full bucket 
of water in front of each team at the start and 
an empty bucket each at the opposite end. 

Ask the young people to imagine that they 
are living in a rural village in Malawi and the 
buckets of water represent a well. They need 
to collect water for themselves and their 
family from the well and take it back to their 
village (the empty bucket). Between them 
and their village is a series of obstacles.

One person from each team fills a container 
with water, carries it round the obstacle course 
before emptying it into their team’s empty 
bucket. They then run back to their team 
and pass the container to the next person.

 

At the end, inform them that the winning 
team is not the fastest team. The team 
that has the most water in their bucket                 
is the winner.

DISCUSSION (10 MINUTES) 
How did they feel about the activity? How 
would they feel if they had to do this every day?

If it was more difficult to get clean water 
would it affect the way you used water?

What obstacles do people living in extreme 
poverty face to access safe water? It is 
often women and girls who fetch and carry 
water, how might this impact their lives?



1 HOUR+

Go!

Ensure access to affordable, reliable, 
sustainable and modern energy for all

PURPOSE
To understand how sources of energy              
can be renewable.

PLACE
If you have a fire pit and woods near your 
meeting place, this activity can be run at a 
meeting night, but it also works well at camp.

MATERIALS
A saw and firelighting kit



ACTIVITY (1 HOUR+)
Ask the young people to gather fallen wood for 
your campfire. Try to only gather fallen wood.

Saw through pieces of various sizes and count 
the number of rings in each piece. Note how 
thick the pieces are, and how many rings they 
have – each year represents a year of growth.

As you add these bits of wood to the fire, 
check how long it takes them to burn.

DISCUSSION 
Is this wood a sustainable source of energy?

‘No’ may be the first answer, because 
the pieces of wood are used up.

However, the trees in the wood are still 
growing. The young people didn’t damage 
the environment while collecting it, so the 
source will renew naturally. Next year there 
will be more fallen wood in the forest.

Relate this to the burning of gas and oil to 
make electricity. It takes millions of years to 
make more oil and gas. We take more out of 
the environment than it can renew. Other 
sources like wind, solar, and hydroelectric 
are sustainable because they don’t use up or 
destroy anything in the natural environment.

Explain that for people in some countries wood 
is their only source of energy. What might 
happen when their supply of wood is used up?



50 MINUTES

Go!

Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, 
full and productive employment and decent work for all

PURPOSE
To understand where and how 
clothes are made.

MATERIALS
Paper, pens and a set of role cards 
(see booklet, page 25)



ACTIVITY (30 MINUTES)
Show the young people a pair of jeans. Tell 
them that they cost £24 to buy. Lots of people 
were involved in making these jeans. As a group 
brainstorm who is involved in the production.
 Cotton grower
 Cotton buyer
  Person who weaves the cotton into fabric
  Factory owner who makes the jeans
  Shop owner who sells the jeans 

Reveal the roles that they did not think of. Split 
them into five groups and give each group one 
of the roles. Explain they have 10 minutes to 
prepare a ‘pitch’ to make their case 
for how much of the £24 they think they should 
be paid and why.

Give each group 2 minutes to deliver their pitch.

DISCUSSION (20 MINUTES) 
Record how much money each group 
asked for. Does the total come to more 
than £24?

Reveal to the young people how much of            
the £24 each person actually gets:
 Cotton grower: £0.60
 Cotton buyer: £1
 Weaver: £2
 Factory owner: £8.40
 Shop owner: £12

How do they feel about this? Is it fair?

Discuss how they think the £24 should be 
allocated based on what they have learned 
about the roles from the group pitches.



UP TO 55 MINUTES

Go!

Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive 
and sustainable industrialization and foster innovation

PURPOSE
To investigate how access to technology improves 
communication and increases efficiency.

MATERIALS
Mobile phones, cards, pens, paper 
and a timer



ACTIVITY (30-45 MINUTES)
Create a scavenger trail, outdoors if possible, 
with stop points where the teams will 
pick up word cards that make a sentence. 
Make up clues to help the teams get from 
one stop point to another. For younger 
children use simple and direct clues. 
For older groups try riddles and puzzles 
to make the trail more challenging.

Divide into teams. Half the teams can use        
a mobile phone, half cannot. The participants 
should not be aware of this rule. Send the 
teams out one by one with their first clue, 
noting their start time. When those teams 
which have a mobile phone reach their first 
stop point, they text you the word and you 
text back their next clue. 

When the teams without a mobile phone   
find a word they must send a member of      
the team back to you to collect the next clue.

Once each team has completed their sentence 
note the finish time.

DISCUSSION (10 MINUTES)
Who finished first –  the teams with or 
without the mobile phones? How challenging 
was it to communicate without a mobile 
phone? What would it be like if they couldn’t 
access the technology they use every day? 
What sort of activities would be more difficult 
to achieve? Think about things like access to 
education, news, emergency services.



35 MINUTES

Go!

PURPOSE
To explore inequality within 
the chocolate supply chain.

MATERIALS
   One playing card for every young                

person, with an even mix of suits 
  A large bar of chocolate divided into               

four unequal portions: 70%, 17%, 7% & 6%

Reduce inequality within 
       and among countries



ACTIVITY (15 MINUTES)
Cover the chocolate with a towel or put it out 
of sight before the start of the evening. Ask 
everyone  to select a playing card at random 
and hold on to it.

Once everyone has a card, invite all the 
Diamonds to come up together and hand over 
their cards. Give the group the 6% pile of 
chocolate and ask them to share it between 
themselves. Then invite the Clubs to share 
the 7% pile, the Spades to share the 17% pile, 
and the Hearts to share the 70% pile.

DISCUSSION (20 MINUTES) 
Can they figure out why the chocolate was 
divided in this way? Introduce the idea of a 

supply chain, and explain that the cards 
represent different people:
  Diamonds – farmers who grow the cocoa
  Clubs – cocoa bean buyers and shippers
  Spades – retailers
  Hearts – chocolate companies

What decided who got which share? Did they 
think it was a fair division? 

This represents the way the profits are shared 
out among those people in the real-life 
supply chain. Cocoa farmers are paid very 
poorly and struggle to survive on what they 
earn. By buying Fairtrade chocolate we can 
ensure that cocoa farmers get paid a fairer 
price for their cocoa beans.



45 MINUTES

Go!

Make cities and human settlements inclusive, 
safe, resilient and sustainable

PURPOSE
To explore what you need to ensure that 
a community has enough to meet everyone’s 
basic needs sustainably. 

PLACE
This activity works best outdoors in 
a forest or woodland.

MATERIALS
Set of survival cards per team 
(see separate A4 folded worksheet)



ACTIVITY (30 MINUTES)
Explain that there has been a massive 
earthquake which has destroyed all the 
buildings in cities. They can save 15 different 
resources to help them build a new life in the 
woods. Give them a set of survival cards which 
represent these things.

Tell them a tsunami occurred following the 
earthquake and washed away more of their 
resources, so now they only have 8. They must 
discard 7 survival cards and give them to you.

Tell them that a landslide has destroyed some 
of what they have left. They must now choose 
the 4 survival cards which they would keep.

DISCUSSION (15 MINUTES) 
How did they feel about the activity?          
What was most challenging?

Did they have everything that they wanted? 
Did they have everything that they needed? 
How did this change throughout the activity? 
What difference did their own Scouting skills  
make to the things that they needed?

Make sure they understand the difference 
between ‘needs’ and ‘wants’, and then ask 
them to think about the things that they need 
in their own community.



55 MINUTES

Go!

Ensure sustainable consumption     
and production patterns

PURPOSE
To learn more about what happens to            
mobile phones when they are recycled.

MATERIALS
E-waste video and projector 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=JXDrIvShZKU

OR 
printed copies of a news article 
www.theguardian.com/world/2013/dec/14/                  
ghana-dump-electronic-waste-not-good-place-live 



ACTIVITY (15 MINUTES)
Gather the group into a circle around a play parachute. 
Lift the parachute up as a group and one leader should 
call out a statement. Anyone who agrees should run 
under the parachute and swap with another person 
before they get trapped as the group pulls the parachute 
back down. 

Statements: 
 I have a mobile phone.
 I have owned more than one mobile phone.
 I like to upgrade my phone as soon as I can.
 I still have an old mobile phone lying around at home.
 I have sold or given away an old mobile phone.
 I have thrown away an old mobile phone. 
 I have never thought about what happens to old   

mobile phones.

VIDEO (30 MINUTES) 
Show the video or news article to the Scouts.
What issues are highlighted? What surprised them?
What do they think the impact is of sending e-waste       
to Ghana / Nigeria?

FOLLOW UP (10 MINUTES) 
Repeat the game with these statements.

�I am surprised that many of the phones end up                 
in Africa.

�People in Ghana / Nigeria are making good use             
of our old phones.

�I want to find out more about what to do with             
my old phone.



30 MINUTES

Go!

Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts

PURPOSE
To find out what young people think 
about climate change and what 
we can do to about it.

MATERIALS
‘Agree’ and ‘disagree’ signs   



ACTIVITY (20 MINUTES)
You need plenty of space either inside or outside. 
Mark out an imaginary line with the signs ‘agree’ 
and ‘disagree’ at each end. Ask the group to 
imagine a line from one side of the space to the 
other. Explain that you are going to read out some 
statements and they should place themselves 
along the imaginary line in the place which best 
reflects their opinion on the statement. There are 
no ‘wrong’ or ‘right’ answers!

Start with a practice statement: 
  Cats are better than dogs.

Now read out each of the following statements 
on climate change and allow them to think and 
choose a position. Encourage people in different 
positions to say a few words about their choice. 

  Climate change won’t really                             
affect people. 

  Everyone in the world is equally           
responsible for climate change.

  Everyone will be impacted by climate change 
in the same way. 

 We need to do more about climate change.

DISCUSSION (10 MINUTES) 
Did they change their mind after listening to      
the ideas from others? 

Climate change is having an impact now and on 
people. These impacts will be felt worse by those 
who are poorest and also least responsible. What 
can they do to help combat climate change?



1 HOUR 20 MINUTES+

Go!

Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas     
and marine resources for sustainable development

PURPOSE
To learn about rubbish which pollutes                 
our seas and rivers.

PLACE
Plan an expedition, trip or a camp to                        
a local  river or beach. Do a risk assessment         
of the activity before you go.

MATERIALS
Thick rubber gloves, bin bags and other 
protective gear 
Clipboards, paper and pens



ACTIVITY (1 HOUR+)
Spread out along the beach or river bank in small 
groups. One person should take a note of all the 
litter that is gathered – what material is it made 
of? How many items are collected?

If you’re on the beach, collect small plastic items 
separately. Gather and arrange them into a 
colourful design – you might like to take pictures 
of it to use in posters etc. if you follow up this issue 
for your Environmental Conservation Badge. This 
activity is possible in other settings, but may be 
hazardous. Plastic washed up by the sea is fairly 
clean, and easy to handle. 

FOLLOW UP (20 MINUTES+)
After collecting the litter, watch a video 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-OyEcLuDMek 
or have a discussion about water pollution. 

Help the young people to understand what 
is polluting our water, and how it gets there. 
Challenge them to think about what they can do 
themselves that will make a difference – using 
less plastic, what they flush down the toilet, 
not dropping litter, more beach cleans and litter 
collections with other local organisations.



30 MINUTES

Go!

Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, 
sustainably manage forests, combat desertification, and halt and reverse 
land degradation and halt biodiversity loss

PURPOSE
To explore what will happen locally 
and globally if we continue to cut down 
rainforest at the current rate.

MATERIALS
Set of ‘A World without Rainforests Cards’ 
per group (see booklet, pages 26-27)



ACTIVITY (30 MINUTES)
Explain that while much is being done to protect 
the rainforest, it is still under threat from 
destruction. Every minute an area the equivalent 
to 25 football pitches is being destroyed. This 
activity will shows what will happen if we continue 
to destroy rainforest at this rate.

Put the young people into groups of 4 or 5 and give 
them a set of ‘A World without Rainforest’ cards. 
They must sort the cards into 2 categories: ‘How 
forest clearance affects the people, plants and 
animals that live in the rainforest’ and ‘How forest 
clearance affects us globally’. 

They should have 7 cards in the ‘How forest 
clearance affects us globally’ pile. Now they must 
rank these 7 cards according to which issues they 

think are most important and which 
issues are least important. They can 
rank the cards with the 2 most important 
at the top and the 2 least important at the bottom.

Groups can share their most important and least 
important issues and discuss their choices.

DISCUSSION 
Use the information gathered from the cards 
to talk about the impacts on forests, people, 
biodiversity and climate change. Encourage them 
to reflect on both the global and local impacts.



50+ MINUTES

Go!

Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable 
development, provide access to justice for all and build          
               effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels

PURPOSE
To reflect on the importance of our right   
to participate through voting.

MATERIALS
  A collection of counters or plastic     

bottle tops
  UN convention on the Rights of       

the Child Article 12



PREPARE
  Select a range of questions to ask 

your young people to vote on. For 
example, ‘We would like to have a snack                                                                                                                           
break in the middle of our meeting.’ 

  Label two small tubs with ‘Yes’ and No’. 

ACTIVITY (20+ MINUTES)
Equally distribute the bottle tops inviting 
the group to vote on issues that are 
important to them.  Read out the first 
question and ask them to vote ‘Yes’ or ‘No’.  
Make a count and record the number.

Collect and redistribute the bottle tops,     
but miss out some of the young people        
so that they miss out on the vote.

Repeat this activity until you have asked    
all the questions.

DISCUSSION (30 MINUTES)
After the voting, ask them how they           
felt about being left out of a vote that      
they cared about. 

Do they think that young people (16+) 
should be allowed to vote in Scotland? 

The UN Convention of the Rights of the  
Child (UNCRC), Article 12, states that 
children have the right to participate in 
decision-making processes that may be 
relevant in their lives. 

Do they feel that there are opportunities for 
their voices to be listened to? In their group? 
At school? In the community? Elsewhere?



Go!

Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize 
the global partnership for sustainable development

PURPOSE
Support young people to take action   
on issues they care about.

AIMS
To connect all 17 goals and consolidate understanding 
and awareness of:
  Standing up for justice and equity
  Global interdependence
 Sustainable way of living
 Respecting diversity and identity
 Conflict resolution and cooperation



GET ACTIVE!
Step 1:  Choose an issue and an organisation.           

Step 2:  Look at the organisation’s website and see 
if they have existing projects that you can 
join in with: beach cleaning, mobile phone 
recycling, garden clean ups, etc.

Step 3:  Write an email to the organisation with    
your section to let them know you want         
to join their initiative, or get help from  
them to set up a new one.

Step 4:  Plan the project with your your young 
people. Make sure they get to take part        
in making the decisions about how the 
project will work, and what they will do          
to take part in it.

Step 5:  Carry out the project over                                   
2-3 months/3-6 sessions

Step 6:  Have a meeting night at the end of the 
project where you celebrate what you’ve 
achieved. Invite someone from the 
organisation or who has benefited directly 
from the project to talk about the impact 
it had. Get the young people to talk about 
what they enjoyed and learned, and what 
they might do differently another time.

Step 7:  Promote your project by making a video, 
writing an article, or giving a presentation.


